RUSSIA - Moscow

LOMONOSOV MOSCOW STATE UNIVERSITY

Exchange Places
6

Duration
One semester (either 1st or 2nd)

Schools or Colleges open to Exchange Students
The Faculties opened to Exchange Students are: Faculty of Foreign Languages and Area Studies, Faculty of History, Faculty of Philology. Exchange Students are allowed to attend teaching units designed for both undergraduate and graduate students.

Limitations
Students are strongly recommended to verify the University’s Course Offering. Students from the School of Medicine are not eligible for the programme.

Language Requirements
Students are requested to have a knowledge of Russian equal to or higher than B2, as it is defined in the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages. This must be verified either by taking a test or by providing a language certificate. A list of the language certificates accepted within the Overseas Programme is available at the following link: www.unibo.it/en/overseas. On the same page, the date set for the language test will be published.

Homepage

Course Catalogue

Calendar
Semesters: from September until the end of January (1st semester + exam session) and from February until June (2nd semester + exam session).

Accommodation
On-campus accommodation facilities are available: https://www.msu.ru/en/admissions/host/

RUSSIA - Moscow

NATIONAL RESEARCH UNIVERSITY - HIGHER SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS

Exchange Places
6

Duration
One semester (either 1st or 2nd)

Schools or Colleges open to Exchange Students
Exchange Students are allowed to attend the following Schools: Moscow Institute of Electronics and Mathematics, Faculty of Business and Management, Faculty of Humanities, Faculty of Communications, Media and Design, Faculty of Computer Science, Faculty of Mathematics, Faculty of World Economy and International Affairs, Faculty of Social Sciences, Faculty of Economic Sciences, International College of Economics and Finance, Vysokovsky Graduate School of Urbanism, Institute for Statistical Studies and Economics of Knowledge, Political Science, International Laboratory for Applied Network Research, School of Foreign Languages.

Exchange Students will attend classes in English.

Limitations
Courses belonging to the International Business program Master are not accessible to exchange students. Generally, attendance to certain courses might need previous approval by the Department these courses belong to.

Language Requirements
All Exchange Students are requested to provide a TOEFL IBT or TOEFL Home Edition certificate, with a score equal to or higher than 75. Alternatively, Exchange Students are requested to provide an IELTS (Academic) certificate, with a score equal to or higher than 6.5.

Homepage
https://www.hse.ru/international/semester
https://www.hse.ru/data/2019/09/23/1540170364/%D0%9F%D1%80%D0%B8%D0%BB%D0%BE%D0%B6%D0%B5%D0%BD%D0%B8%D0%B5%202.%20HSE_Handbook_08_2019_3.pdf
RUSSIA - Kazan

KAZAN FEDERAL UNIVERSITY

Exchange Places
4

Duration
One semester (either 1st or 2nd)

Schools or Colleges open to Exchange Students
Exchange Students are allowed to attend undergraduate courses offered by the Institute of Philology and Intercultural Communications.

Language Requirements
Students are requested to have a knowledge of Russian equal to or higher than B1, as it is defined in the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages. This must be verified either by taking a test or by providing a language certificate. A list of the language certificates accepted within the Overseas Programme is available at the following link: www.unibo.it/en/over. On the same page, the date set for the language test will be published.

Course Catalogue
https://kpfu.ru/do/uchebnyj-process/poisk-programm-oop (1 Unit = 36 45-minute academic hours = 25 hours = 1 CFU)

Calendar
Semesters: from September until December/January and from February until June/July

Accommodation
University accommodation facilities are available: https://kpfu.ru/eng/academics/academic-programs/visiting-student-program/exchange-programs/student-exchange-program/accommodation-and-arrival-info.

RUSSIA - Saint Petersburg

SAINT PETERSBURG STATE UNIVERSITY

Exchange Places
4

Duration
One semester (either 1st or 2nd)

Schools or Colleges open to Exchange Students
Exchange Students can choose to attend classes held in English, at the following Schools: Applied Mathematics and Control Processes, Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry; Arts; Biology, Earth Sciences; Economics, International Relations, Political Sciences, Social Sciences; History, Philosophy; Humanities and Arts; Journalism; Law; Mathematics and Computer Science; Management; Philology, Asian and African Studies e Psychology. Exchange students can choose the courses only from one faculty.

Exchange Students, who wish to attend courses taught in English, will be able to take a free Russian Language course (8 hours per week) at the Faculty of Philology, even if they are registered to another faculty. Students registered to the Faculty of Philology can take an intensive Russian Language course (20 hours per week) at any level. Exchange students can choose to take courses in Russian language at the Faculty of Philology, as it is provided a full-time study path in Russian language, attending also other courses in Russian literature or media.

Language Requirements
Students who wish to attend English taught courses are requested to provide a TOEFL IBT or TOEFL Home Edition certificate, with a score equal to or higher than 75. Alternatively, Exchange Students are requested to provide an IELTS (Academic) certificate, with a score equal to or higher than 6.5. Students wishing to attend Russian taught courses are requested to have a knowledge of Russian equal to or higher than B2, as defined in the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages. This must be verified either by taking a test or by providing a language certificate. A list of the language certificates accepted within the Overseas
Programme is available at the following link: www.unibo.it/overseas. On the same page, the date set for the language test will be published.

Homepage
http://ifea.spbu.ru/en

Course Catalogue
http://ifea.spbu.ru/en/academic-offer. By clicking on the English button, next to each disciplinary field, an Excel file with the list of the courses offered in each semester will appear.

The catalogue of courses taught in Russian is available at the following link: https://spbu.ru/postupayushchim/programms/bakalavriat.

Calendar
1st semester: 1 September - 31 January
2nd semester: 1 February - 30 June

Accommodation
University accommodation facilities are available: http://english.spbu.ru/our-university/accommodation.